
What is mesmerizing is 
a true reflection of you
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MODIGUARD® 

MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM transforms internal spaces while 

adding radiance and perspective to its surroundings.

It is produced by depositing a layer of silver onto the glass, 

which is then treated, protected by a layer of highly resistant 

protective paint. Its state-of-the-art manufacturing process is 

environment-friendly and improves the overall durability and 

optical quality of the product.

MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM comes in four 
impeccable variants.

UltraMirror TM



MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM Clear

with extreme precision, creating amazingly bright spaces.

Best suited for



MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM Sparkle
Sparkle mirrors add vitality and glamor to the spaces which they 

Best suited for

color-neutral



MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM Bronze
Bronze mirrors truly stand out from the crowd. With an impeccable 

which are more about utility than style.

Best suited for
Elevators | Wall Panels | Wardrobe Doors



MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM Grey
Grey mirrors are elegant, niche mirrors that can transform any 

Combine this product with appropriate lighting to create 

stunning surroundings.

Best suited for



Provides protection against corrosion, chemicals, moisture and abrasion 
while adding beauty and elegance to any setting. MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM

is a beautiful and durable product.

Appeal

 

spaces look bigger while instantly lighting up dark and dull rooms.

Transforms internal space with
radiance and perspective.

Using a new patented process Gujarat Guardian Limited 
now produces high performance UltraMirrorTM with 
outstanding technical properties, exceeding the toughest 
industry standards.

Paint Top Coat

Paint Base Coat Chemical Protection Coat

Silver Layer Supersensitizer

SensitizerFloat Glass

 UltraMirrorTM



2 mm to 8 mm

MODIGUARD® 
UltraMirrorTM Range 

Up to 3660 mm x 2440 mm

Size

Appearance

virtually no distortion.

Moisture 
Resistant

Despite being moisture-
resistant, these mirrors 
should avoid being 
immersed and/or directly 
installed in contact with 
moist surfaces like wet 
walls or any such moist 
backgrounds. This is to 
ensure full protection of 
its edges.

processes such as drilling 
and grinding, these mirrors 
should be cut on the glass 
side.

Heat
Resistant

These mirrors can function 
in temperatures up to 
60-degree Celsius. Avoid 
direct exposure to sunlight 
or usage in exterior 
applications.

Friendly

These mirrors respect the 
environment and as per the 
standard requirement of 
Guardian® Glass AME & I, 
Processed Glass EPD® and 
Product Lens™ documentations 
cover MODIGUARD® UltraMirrorTM

Clear products.

Easy 
Cleaning

To wash these mirrors 
easily, use a clean cloth 
and standard non-abrasive 
glass cleaners.

Features

Thickness

* MODIGUARD®  Float Clear substrate is used for manufacturing UltraMirrorTM Clear products and conforms to
Indian Standard IS 14900 : 2018 – 

Important Note:
Please ask for receiving, storing, transportation and installation guidelines from our company representatives.



Toll Free: 1800 233 5125
E-mail: salesindia@guardian.com
Website: gujaratguardianglass.com

State Highway - 13,
Village Kondh,
Valia Road, Ankleshwar,
Dist: Bharuch - 393001,
Gujarat, India.

Socialize with us


